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General Description

The Texturing HUD Kit enables creators to design and include a HUD with their products that their
customers can use to customize them. The layout and features of the HUD can be easily customized to
match your products (target objects) by virtue of its modular design and flexible Config notecard. For
example, each HUD button can be set up to apply any combination of textures and/or colors to any
combination of prims and faces in one or more target objects. Target object(s) can be a single prim, a
multi-prim linkset, or even multiple objects. It will work with objects made with regular, sculpt or mesh
prims.

NOTE: There are two HUD models, i.e. Lite and Advanced. This instruction manual covers both models.
Features included only in the Advanced model are indicated with an asterisk (*).

The HUD can also be configured with a target object(s) resizer* and/or a color picker*. The resizer*
includes a "restore" function that restores the target object(s) to the size you set before you transfer it.
The color picker* allows the customer to select any color via an interactive color panel or by inputting
RGB values. These colors can be stored to and loaded from favorites* buttons and automatically applied
to specified HUD buttons with a single click. The HUD can be configured with any number of
texturing/coloring and favorites* buttons, within limits of script memory.

The HUD Kit also includes utility scripts that you temporarily drop into your target object(s) to simplify
creating the HUD button definition parameter blocks for the Config notecard. The Target Face Finder
script chats the link number, face number, texture and color parameters of the face you touch in a
format that can be pasted directly into the HUD Button Config notecard. It will also flash the touched
face for easy identification. The Target Profiler script scans an entire target object and chats the
complete HUD button definition parameter block for that object, also in a format that can be pasted
directly into the HUD Button Config notecard.

The Advanced* version includes a "Texturing HUD Encryptor" script that encrypts your texture uuid's for
the ultimate in protection.

Figure 1 depicts one of the generic HUD object included in the Advanced* model kit and definitions of
the various button and color picker* prim types. The Lite model kit (not shown) includes a generic HUD
object that is comprised of a HUD base prim and 10 texturing/coloring buttons. These are only two
possible configurations. You can configure your HUD with any combination of buttons you want.

Figures 2 and 3 show how the HUD Kit components are used to set up a HUD for your products, then sell
or give away with them. These graphics use the generic HUDs for the Lite and Advanced models,
respectively, as examples but you should create your own HUD specifically configured for your
product(s).
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Figure 1 Button Definitions for Texturing HUD Advanced*
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Figure 2 Texturing HUD Lite Setup Overview

Figure 3 Texturing HUD Advanced* Setup Overview
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Summary of Features and Modular Components

 Only one script and one Config notecard in the root prim of the HUD and one script in the root
prim of the target object.

 You can name the texturing/coloring HUD buttons and target object prims anything you want.
No cryptic names required.

 Supports creation of single face and multi-face (tabbed) HUDs.

 One HUD Button Config notecard is used to specify any combination of textures and/or colors,
to be applied to any combination of objects, prims (links) and/or faces. Information isn't
scattered on a bunch of button prims.

 Supports all types of prims (e.g. standard, sculpt and mesh).

 Setting the Texturing HUD Config notecard next owner permission to no-mod, no-copy protects
your parameters (e.g. texture) from being easily viewed or copied.

 Easy setup using utility scripts provided (no-transfer)
o Texturing HUD Target Face Finder: Displays parameters for touched face that can be

pasted directly into config notecard.
o Texturing HUD Target Profiler: Display list of parameters for entire object that can be

pasted directly into config notecard.
o The Advanced* version includes a "Texturing HUD Encryptor" script that encrypts your

texture uuid's for the ultimate in protection.

 Textures and colors you apply to HUD buttons can be the same as, or different from the ones
you specify on the Config notecard (e.g texture hiding)

 The HUD Kit includes generic HUDs with modular components you can select and arrange to
customize your HUD, or make your own.

o Reset/Restart Button: Resets the HUD script and reads the HUD Button Config notecard.
o Texturing/Coloring Buttons: Applies textures and colors to the target object(s), prims,

and faces you specify on Config notecard.
o Rainbow Color Picker Panel*: Allows users to select colors visually and interactively.
o RGB Input Button*: Allows users to input RGB color values.
o Favorite Colors Buttons*: Buttons where user selected colors can be stored or loaded to

the color picker and specified texturing/coloring buttons.
o Re-sizing Button*: Shows resizing menu with buttons for +/- 10%, 5% and 1%, Restore

and Save. Save button is not visible after you transfer the HUD.
o Lock-In button*: Removes script from the target object(s), locking in the textures. colors

and size.
o Subscribe button*: Option to allow HUD users to subscribe to your Subscriber Kiosk

(kiosks sold separately)
o Join Group button*: Option to allow HUD users to join your Second Life Group. Does not

support private (join by invitation only) groups.
o Rotate (tab) button*: Rotates HUD object. Used to create tabbed HUDs.

 The HUD can be configured with or without Color Picker Panel* and/or any of the buttons
above.

 You can have as many buttons as you want on your HUD, within script memory limits.

 The HUD Kit comes with several pre-configured example HUDs and test objects (e.g. Vest and
Shirt Examples courtesy of Meli Imako) so you can see how it works (no-trans).

 Scripts that are delivered with copy and transfer next owner permissions must be changed to
either no-copy or no-transfer.
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License Terms
Some of the items in the Texturing HUD Kits are furnished with both copy and transfer permissions to
allow you to create HUDs you can sell or give away with your products. You must change the next
owner permissions on these items to be either no-copy or no-transfer before you sell or give them
away. You many NOT transfer these items in any manner without changing next owner permissions.
Also, you may not transfer any of the items in these HUD Kits except as part of a HUD and/or associated
target object(s). See the next section to set the correct next owner permissions.

Permission Setup (one time)
Scripts are delivered with copy and mod permissions to allow you to sell or give away the HUD with your
creations after you configure it. However you must change the next owner permissions on certain
scripts and notecards before using or transferring them. You only have to do this one time when you
first receive the Texturing HUD Kit. This is a requirement of the license to use this product.

Please do the following while the Texturing HUD Kit is still in your inventory and BEFORE your rez the
HUD or load any of the scripts. If you don't, the scripts will self-delete when you load them.

1. Open the folder named "Texturing HUD Kit Advanced” or “Texturing HUD Kit Lite" in your
inventory.

2. Right click on the following scripts and set their permissions as follows:
a. "Texturing HUD" script: Either no-copy or no-transfer.
b. "Texturing HUD Target" script: Either no-copy or no-transfer.
c. “Texturing HUD Subscribe” script*: Either no-copy or no-transfer.

3. Right click on the following notecards and set their permissions to no-modify, no-copy to
prevent customers from easily viewing them:

a. HUD Button Config [generic]
b. HUD Button Config [tabbed generic]*

NOTE: It is recommended you use the above HUD scripts and notecards as the starting point for your
own HUD so you only have to perform the above steps once. Otherwise perform them again when you
create your own HUD.

Configuring your HUD and Target Object(s)
Before attempting to set up and configure your own HUD and target object(s), it is recommended you
experiment with the pre-configured HUDs and associated target objects included in the "Texturing HUD
Examples" box inside the Texturing HUD Kit box. The sections that follow will make more sense after
you get familiar with a working HUD example.

Although it may look complicated to set up your HUD, it is actually quite easy and is comprised of the
general steps listed below. Detailed step-by-step setup instructions are provided in the sections that
follow.

A. (One-time only) If you have not already done so (see above), set the next owner permissions on the
"Texturing HUD”, "Texturing HUD Target", and “Texturing HUD Subscribe”* scripts to either no-copy or
no-modify, and the next owner permissions on the "HUD Button Config" notecards to no-modify and no-
copy. Do this while they are still in your inventory.

B. Create a HUD object tailored to your product, consisting of a base prim (root) and texture, button
prims, and the optional color picker* prims. Start with a generic HUD or make your own from scratch.
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CAUTION: Before proceeding to the next step, please note the following. The creator of the target
object must be the same as the HUD licensee (purchaser of the HUD Kit). If you are not the creator of
the target object, you must add a new root prim you create to the target object link set. This is usually a
small, transparent prim. This will change some or all of the link numbers, so it must be done before
proceeding to the steps below.

C. Edit the HUD Button Config notecard in inventory to specify the details of what you want each HUD
button to do to the target object(s). When done, drop the HUD Button Config notecard into the HUD.

D. Drop the "Texturing HUD License" script into the HUD (root prim), then drop in the "Texturing HUD"
script. Then drop the "Texturing HUD Target" script into your target object(s) (root prim).

E. Test all buttons and functions, then set the final next owner permissions for the HUD and target
objects.

F. That's it. You're done!

Detailed HUD Setup Instructions
This section and the next two sections provide the details needed to accomplish the above general
steps.

1. Create a HUD base object or use a generic HUD from the HUD kit. Texture/color it with your
own artwork that is unique to your product.

2. Drag/drop the "Texturing HUD License" script into the HUD base (root prim). It will delete itself
after entering the license code.

3. Arrange the HUD prims (buttons and/or Color Picker*) you want to use on the HUD base and
link them together. Make sure the HUD base is the root prim.

NOTE: The HUD buttons are nothing special except for their names (see below). You can unlink a
copy of the generic HUD and use the buttons supplied or you can use your own design.

HINT: You can manually apply any color and/or texture you want to the Texturing/Coloring buttons.
They do not have to be the same as what you specify on the Config notecard. Or, if you prefer, you
can make any/all HUD buttons (except Favorites buttons) transparent and incorporate their function
graphic into your HUD base artwork (texture).

4. Follow these rules for each type of HUD prim. Note there are no scripts in any HUD prims except
the HUD base (root prim).

a. Texturing/Coloring buttons can have any names you choose (e.g. Button 1, Button 2,
etc.) except the reserved names below. Each button must have a different name. You
can have as many as you want, within the limits of script memory.

b. The Color Picker Panel* consists of 3 linked prims named "Color Picker", "Color Picker
Lum Overlay" and "Color Picker Cursors". Do NOT change these names and do NOT
separate these prims. The "Color Picker Cursors" and "Color Picker Lum Overlay" prims
must align properly with each other and the "Color Picker" prim. You can only have one
Color Picker Panel.
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c. The RGB button* is named "RGB". Do NOT change this name. You can only have one
RGB button.

d. The Favorite Color Buttons* are all named "FAVORITE". Do NOT change this name. You
can have as many as you want.

NOTE: It is recommended you use the Favorites* button from the example HUD because
it is pre-textured with "Store" and "Load". Touching the upper half stores the color from
the color picker to the button face. Touching the lower half loads the button color to the
color picker.

e. The Re-size button* is named "RESIZE". Do NOT change this name. You can have as
many RESIZE buttons as you want.

f. The Lock-In button* is named "LOCK". Do NOT change this name. You can have as many
LOCK buttons as you want.

g. The Subscribe button* is named SUBSCRIBE. Do NOT change this name. You must also
paste the SecurityCode from your Subscriber Kiosk Master into the Description field of
the SUBSCRIBE button on the HUD. You can get the SecurityCode by dropping the
"Subscriber SecurityCode" script into your Subscriber Kiosk Master. You can have as
many SUBSCRIBE BUTTONS as you want. NOTE: If you later rename the Master Kiosk,
you must get its new SecurityCode.

h. The Join Group button* is named JOIN GROUP. Do NOT change this name. You must
also paste the UUID of the Second Life Group into the Description field of the JOIN
GROUP button on the HUD. You can have as many JOIN GROUP buttons as you want.

i. The rotate (tab) button* is named ROTATE. Do NOT change this name. You must also
put the desired HUD rotation vector for that button into the Description field. The
format for the rotation vector is <x,y,z>, where x, y, and z specify the rotation angle (in
degrees) around the respective axis. Typically face 4 of a cube (box) HUD will face the
user when worn and will have a rotation vector of <0,0,0>. The example and generic
tabbed HUDs included have rotate (tab) buttons with rotation vectors of <0,0,0>,
<0,0,90>, <0,0,180> and <0,0,270> for the four faces of the HUD, respectively. These
vectors rotate the HUD around the Z-axis only. You could add buttons for the top and
bottom faces as well by specifying rotation vectors of <0,90,0> and <0,-90,0> for the top
and bottom faces, respectively. You can have as many ROTATE buttons as you need.

j. The reset/restart button is named RESTART. Do NOT change this name. You can have as
many RESTART buttons as you need.

CAUTION: Before proceeding to the next step, please note the following. The creator of the target
object must be the same as the HUD licensee (purchaser of the HUD Kit). If you are not the creator
of the target object, you must add a new root prim you create to the target object link set. This is
usually a small, transparent prim. This will change some or all of the link numbers, so it must be
done before proceeding to the steps below.

5. Edit the "HUD Button Config" notecard in inventory as described in the next two sections below,
then drop it into the HUD base (root prim).

NOTE: You can add any suffix to its name as long as it starts with "HUD Button Config" (case
sensitive). This can help identify the purpose of the config notecard for different HUD
configurations.
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6. Drop the "Texturing HUD" and “Texturing HUD Subscribe”* scripts into the HUD (root prim).
The HUD will initialize and will chat any configuration errors it detects. Make sure you fix any
detected error before proceeding.

NOTE: The HUD will automatically re-initialize whenever you modify the HUD Button Config
notecard or change its inventory.

7. Rez your target objec(s) within 10 meters of the HUD and drop in the "Texturing HUD Target"
script into each target object's root prim.

8. Select the Resize button*, then select "Save" from the menu. This will write the current size
information to the Description field in each prim of your target object(s). This is the size that
will be applied when "Restore" is later selected from the menu. Note that the "Save" button is
only shown to the original HUD Kit buyer. Once it is transferred, the "Save" button will no longer
be visible to the next owner (customer).

9. Test all the buttons to make sure they work with your target object(s) as you desire.

10. Set the desired next owner permission on the HUD and target object(s) and take them into
inventory. Also make sure you have set the next owner permissions on the HUD Button Config
notecard to no-modify and no-copy to prevent customers from viewing it.

11. When you have verified correct operation, take the HUD and your target objects into inventory.

Your HUD and target object(s) are now ready to sell or otherwise transfer to your customers.

CAUTION: Do not change any of the object Description fields in either the HUD or the target object(s),
except as described in these instructions. Important information is stored there and the HUD will not
work if any object Description is changed or deleted. Make sure you set the next owner permissions to
no-modify for the HUD object and target object(s). This will prevent your customers from changing the
Description fields and rendering the HUD inoperative.

Button Definition Parameter Blocks on the HUD Button Config Notecard

CAUTION: Before proceeding, please note the following. The creator of the target object must be the
same as the HUD licensee (purchaser of the HUD Kit). If you are not the creator of the target object, you
must add a new root prim you create to the target object link set. This is usually a small, transparent
prim. This will change some or all of the link numbers, so it must be done before proceeding to the steps
below.

The "HUD Button Config" notecard is used to define what each HUD texturing/coloring button does. It
allows you to specify the textures and colors you want each button to apply to each prim (link) and face
of the target object(s). You can set up the config notecard either manually or by using the "Texturing
HUD Target Face Finder" and/or "Texturing HUD Target Profiler" script (see next section)
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The format of the HUD Button Config notecard consists of a block of button definition parameters for
each texturing/coloring button on the HUD. Each parameter block begins with a button header line that
specifies a button name. For example: ButtonName=Button 1.

The next header line specifies the first target object name for the above button. For example:
TargetName=myobject. You can also set TargetName=ALL to make the HUD affect all objects with the
same owner that are within 10 meters and contain the "Texturing HUD Target" script. If left blank, it will
default to ALL.

HINT: If you want the button to affect multiple objects with similar names, but not other objects, you
can avoid using multiple TargetName= lines (and associated parameter lines) with the full name of each
affected object. Just set TargetName= to the part of the object name common to the group of objects
you want the button to affect. If the character string following TargetName= matches any part of a
target object's name, that object will accept the command and will apply the specified texture and/or
color. This is a convenient shortcut for multiple sizes of similar objects and can significantly reduce the
number of parameter lines. For example, you could have the following on your config notecard:

ButtonName=Button 1
TargetName=My Mesh Shirt
2|ALL|uuid1|NONE
TargetName=My Mesh Pants
2|ALL|uuid2|NONE

This would cause Button 1 to apply texture uuid1 to objects named My Mesh Shirt S, My Mesh Shirt M,
My Mesh Shirt L and My Mesh Shirt XL. Button 1 would also apply texture uuid2 to objects named My
Mesh Pants S, My Mesh Pants M, My Mesh Pants L, and My Mesh Pants XL.

CAUTION: Be sure to pick your object names and TargetName= parameter carefully so that the button
affects all of the desired target objects, and only those objects. For example TargetName=My Mesh
Shirt will match objects named "My Mesh Shirt" and "My Mesh Shirt Special", which may or may not be
what you want. To make it match only the object named "My Mesh Shirt", change the name of the
other object to "My Mesh Special Shirt". This is only one example.

HINT: You don't have to repeat the TargetName parameter for each button if the intended target name
is the same as the previous TargetName line.

Following the TargetName line is a series of texture/color parameter lines applicable to this button and
target object. Each line contains a list of parameters, separated by the pipe character (|), that describes
what texture and/or color is to be applied to each link number (prim) and face number of the target
object You can optionally add a comment after the last parameter in a line by using // before the
comment. If you want this button to texture/color more than one target object, insert a new
TargetName line before each set of parameter lines. Do not enter the same ButtonName line again.

The format of each button definition parameter block is shown below: Replace the names in brackets [ ]
with your own names. Do NOT include the brackets:

ButtonName=[button 1]
TargetName=[target object 1] // for first target object, or ALL to affect all objects within 10 meters
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link|face|texture|color // optional comment
link|face|texture|color // optional comment
link|face|texture|color // optional comment
[repeat for as many combinations as needed]
TargetName=[target object 2] // if more than one target object
link|face|texture|color // optional comment
link|face|texture|color // optional comment
link|face|texture|color // optional comment
[repeat for as many combinations as needed]
TargetName=[target object n] // if more than one target object
link|face|texture|color // optional comment
link|face|texture|color // optional comment
link|face|texture|color // optional comment
[repeat for as many combinations as needed]

Repeat the above button parameter definition block with values applicable to each texturing/coloring
button on the HUD

The definitions and options for each parameter type are as follows:

ButtonName: Must be the name of a Texturing/Coloring button on the HUD (case sensitive).
TargetName: Must be the name (or part of the name) of a target object or "ALL" (case sensitive)
link: Can be the link number or link name or ALL to apply to all links (prims) of the target object.
HINT: if you want reduce the number of parameters lines for objects with a lot of identically textured
and/or colored prims (links), give all of the prims you want to texture and/or color identically, the same
name in your target object. The HUD will texture and/or color all prims (links) whose name matches the
"link" parameter. The "link" names must NOT be numbers; otherwise they will be interpreted as link
numbers, not link names.
face: Can be the face number or ALL to apply to all faces of the specified links (prims) of the target
object(s).
texture: Can be a texture uuid (key), or NONE to apply no texture, or BUTTON* to apply the texture
from face 4 (front) of this button.
*CAUTION: The BUTTON option cannot be used for textures unless the HUD is transferred with full
perms.
color: Can be any one of the following:

a. Standard color name: WHITE, BLACK, RED, GREEN, BLUE, YELLOW, CYAN, or MAGENTA
b. RGB color values (0-255), separated by commas. For example 255,255,0 would be yellow,

0,255,0 would be green.
c. BUTTON to apply current color from face 4 (front) of this button to the target object's specified

link and face number.
d. PICKER* to have color from Color Picker* applied automatically to this button. When clicked, the

button's color is applied to the target object.
e. NONE to apply no color to target object's specified link (prim) and face.

HINT: You can use the Target Face Finder or Target Profiler scripts (see below) and/or manually edit the
HUD's Config notecard. Textures and colors are applied in the same order as the lines on the Config
notecard. So in some cases it will be faster to apply the same texture and/or color to "ALL" links (prims)
and/or "ALL" faces, then apply a unique texture and/or color to just one or two links or faces.
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Additional information can be found in the comment lines (lines starting with //) on the HUD Button
Config notecard.

Using the Target Face Finder and Target Profiler Scripts
These utility scripts are designed to help you determine what parameters values to put on the "HUD
Button Config" notecard. Both scripts automatically chat the link number, face number, texture and
color in a format you can paste directly into the HUD's Config notecard. The Target Face Finder script
chats a single parameter line for whatever face you touch, and also flashes that face for easy
identification. The Target Profiler script chats the whole block of parameter lines that describe the
entire target object which can then be pasted directly into the HUD's config notecard.

The Target Profiler script is the easiest to use but generates the least efficient parameter blocks. You
may want to use a combination of the Target Face Finder, Target Profiler and manual editing to optimize
how your textures and colors are applied. Note that textures and colors are applied in the order they
are listed on the config notecard, so later entries supersede earlier entries. For example, to texture
and/or color one face different from the rest, on the first line you can set the "face" parameter to "ALL"
with one texture and/or color, then on the next line set a specific face number with a different texture
and/or color. This is more efficient than having one line for each face.

To use the Target Face Finder script, follow these steps:
1. Rez your target object.
2. Drop the "Texturing HUD Target Face Finder" script into the target object.
3. Apply the textures and colors to your target object that you want a HUD button to apply.
4. Touch any face on the target object. The script will chat the parameter list

(link|face|texture|color) for that face and will also flash it for a few seconds.
5. Copy/paste the parameter line into the "HUD Button Config" notecard on a line following the

corresponding HUD button name (ButtonName=) and target object name (TargetName=).
HINT: Do this with the Config notecard in your inventory, then drop it into your HUD when you
are done editing.

6. Repeat steps 4-5 for each face of each link (prim).
7. Repeat steps 3-6 for each remaining HUD texturing/coloring button.
8. Delete the "Texturing HUD Target Face Finder" script.
9. Save the config notecard.

To use the Target Profiler script, follow these steps:
1. Rez your target object.
2. Apply the textures and colors to your target object that you want a HUD button to apply.
3. Drop the "Texturing HUD Target Profiler" script into the target object.
4. It will scan the target object and chat a list of parameters (link|face|texture|color) for the entire

target object. Then it will delete itself.
5. Copy/paste the entire parameter block (including TargetName=) into the "Texturing HUD

Config" notecard on the lines after the corresponding HUD button name (ButtonName=).
HINT: Do this with the Config notecard in your inventory, then drop it into your HUD when you
are done editing.

6. Repeat steps 2-5 for each target object and HUD texturing/coloring button
7. Save the config notecard.
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Texture Encryption
This applies only to the Advanced* version only. Many textures, especially for mesh, are valuable
intellectual property and their uuid's should be protected from unauthorized use. The "Texturing HUD
Encryptor" script allows you to easily convert your HUD Button Config notecard from using unencrypted
to encrypted texture uuid's.

Set up the Encryptor by droping the Texturing HUD Encryptor script into a single prim object, e.g. a
simple cube.

To use, drop in a HUD Button Config notecard. The script will read the notecard and replace all
unencrypted texture uuid's with encrypted uuid's. The notecard will be removed after it has been read.

When the conversion is finished, you will get a popup with a "Go to Page" button. Clicking on that
button will open a web browser page that will display your notecard lines with encrypted texture uuid's.
Blank lines, lines without texture uuid's, or lines with uuid's that were already encrypted, will be
included unmodified. Comment lines (lines starting with //) will be omitted to reduce the size and
loading time.

NOTE: Encrypted uuid's begin and end with the $ character. While the characters in between look like a
uuid, they are not the same as your original texture uuid. They have been encrypted. The Texturing
HUD Target script in your target object will recognize them as encrypted and will decrypt them before
applying to the target object.

Copy/paste the lines from the web browser page directly to a new HUD Button Config notecard. Replace
your original (unencrypted) HUD Button Config notecard in your HUD with the one you just created.
Your actual texture uuid's will no longer be visible to anyone using your HUD.

NOTE: The Texturing HUD Encryptor script will warn you if your notecard is too long to process in its
entirety. For very large notecards, you may need to temporarily partition the lines onto multiple
notecards and process each one separately. Then merge the encrypted output lines back onto one
notecard.

Operation
The HUD can either be worn or rezzed on the ground. The HUD will be instantly ready to use when it is
worn or rezzed because it does NOT read the HUD Button Config notecard. The parameters from the
HUD Button Config notecard are stored in script memory and persist after transferring the HUD.
However, you should advise your customers to touch the RESTART button if the HUD does not work
properly. That will cause it to initialize by re-reading the HUD Button Config notecard.
Operation depends on the type of button clicked.

1. Texturing/Coloring Buttons: Applies textures and colors to the target object(s), prims, and faces
you specify on Config notecard.
NOTE: Whenever a new color is selected by, or loaded to, the color picker*, it is automatically
applied to all buttons whose color parameter is specified as PICKER*.

2. Color Picker Panel*: Allows users to select colors visually and interactively. It works similar to
the Color Picker in the Second Life Edit window and other programs such as PhotoShop. Drag
the cross-hairs around in the center panel to select the hue (horizontal) and saturation (vertical).
Drag the pointer up/down in the right panel to select the luminance. The color in the left panel
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will reflect your selection. When you release the mouse button, the selected color will be
applied to all buttons having PICKER as any of its color parameter on the Config notecard. If you
click on the left panel of the color picker, it will chat the RGB and HSL color values. You can also
store the color to a Favorites button (see below).

3. RGB Input Button*: Brings up a user input text box where the user can enter the RGB color
values (\0-255), separated by commas. For example 255,0,0 for red. The entered color will be
shown on the Color Picker Panel. It will also be applied to all buttons having PICKER as any of its
color parameters.

4. Favorite Colors Buttons*: When the user clicks on the upper half of a Favorite Color button, the
color from the Color Picker will be stored on the Favorite button (face 4). When the user clicks
on the lower half of the button, the color stored on Favorite button (face 4) will be loaded to the
Color Picker. Favorites buttons do not color the target object(s) directly. You must first load it to
the Color Picker. It will then be applied automatically to all buttons having PICKER as any of its
color parameters.

5. Re-sizing Button*: Shows resizing menu with buttons for +/- 10%, 5% and 1%, Restore and Save.
The original creator must first use the "Save" button to save the target object's original size
information to the Description fields of each of its prims. This becomes the default size when
the "Restore" button is used. Once the HUD has been transferred to the customer (next
owner), the "Save" button is no longer visible so the customer cannot accidentally change the
original size.

6. Lock-In button*: Removes the "Texturing HUD Target" script from all target object(s), locking in
the textures. colors and size. This reduces sim load once the final textures and colors have been
applied. The process is not reversible by the customer.

7. Subscribe button*. Subscribes the user to your Subscriber Kiosk (sold separately). Note that you
must put the SecurityCode of your kiosk in the Description field of the SUBSCRIBE button on the
HUD. You can get the SecurityCode by dropping the SecurityCode script into your Subscriber
Kiosk Master. NOTE: If you later rename your Master Kiosk, you must get its new SecurityCode.

8. Join Group button*. Display a link to your Second Life Group information page where the use
can join. Note that you must past the UUID of your Second Life Group in the Description field of
the JOIN GROUP button on the HUD.

9. Rotate (tab) button*. Rotates the HUD to the orientation specified by the vector in the button's
description field, so that the desired HUD face is visible to the user. Used on tabbed HUDs.

10. Restart/Reset button. Resets the HUD script and re-reads the HUD Button Config notecard.

For questions or comments, please contact Fred Allandale via either IM or notecard.
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DISCLAIMER

THIS PRODUCT IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT
OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRODUCT OR THE USE OR
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE PRODUCT.


